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INTRODUCTION
Bitcoin is the first decentralized peer-to-peer and the most prominent
cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrency is a kind of digital currency, which is built on
some cryptographic algorithms, and also it is called virtual currency. Bitcoin was
started to use in 2009. Since 2009, it has had great interest, investment and
contribution by developers and users. It was an alternative to fiat currency, which
does not have any central authority to control money. After Bitcoin successful
attempt, many alternative coins have been emerged so far for different aims.
Developers implemented many different versions of Bitcoin. Some of them use a
big portion of Bitcoin source code like Litecoin. Some cryptocurrencies like
Zcash, Ripple have been implemented to tackle some deficiencies of Bitcoin like
privacy, scalability, energy consumption. Some were developed with innovative
ideas by utilizing blockchain idea like Ethereum. Every day, a new altcoin with
different feature come to the market and it is believed that cryptocurrency will
replace with fiat currency in the future.
In our view, there are fundamentally three different types of exchanges: Fiat
Currency, Crypto Currency and Fiat & Crypto Currrency. We will focus on Fiat
& Crypto Currency Exchange.

BITIBU EXCHANGE
Powered by BITIBU Technology, BITIBU is an advanced trading platform that
is designed for experienced digital assets traders and specializes in Altcoins,
Algos and Performance. BITIBU, the ultimate trading platform for digital assets,
provides advanced exchange functionalities to allow users to buy and sell digital
assets.
The order engine delivers pre-scan indicative pricing and users can choose to
either fix the quantity of a digital asset or fix the price paid for every order.
Whether to lock in a guaranteed execution or alternatively lock in the ultimate
price you are prepared to pay for your order, the choice remains yours. These all
relies on an order engine that achieves low latency performance along with the
reliability of an exchange that has been verified in supporting millions of daily
transactions. You can be confident knowing that BITIBU will dependably process
orders in a fast moving market with both speed and efficiency.

Trading Pairs
Bitibu Exchange supports trading pairs below:
•
•
•
•

USDT
Bitcoin (BTC)
Ethereum (ETH)
Bitibu Coin (BTB)

Bitibu Team only list coins/tokens via voting system or private payment.
Coin/Token team has to pay listing fee with Bitibu Coin (BTB), Bitcoin (BTC),
Ethereum (ETH) and Digibyte (DGB).

Voting System
Adding coin on voting system is simple. You have to fill in voting request form.
Voting DGB deposit address will be specified for your Cryptocurrency in the
Voting list. After submitting the form you, your colleagues, and friends of your
community should deposit at least 100000 DGB votes and thus your coin may
occupy one of the 3 positions in the Voting Candidates list. Voting winners will
be announced in the official BITIBU official social media.

Bitibu use listing fees for improve Bitibu Exchange. We will use %80 for
developement, %20 for invest coin.

Delisting Policy
In accordance with Bitibu Listing policy, Bitibu officials expect to be informed
by developers of cryptocurrencies about any amendments such as updates, forks,
changing of an explorer address, made and applied in their blockchain.
Bitibu weekly reviews all cryptocurrencies on the Exchange to ensure all of them
are consistent with Bitibu listing policy.
Bitibu reserves the right to remove any cryptocurrency or market from its
Exchange for any of the following reasons:
• Violation of the terms of Bitibu Listing Policy, including insufficient
trading volume on the exchange;
• Blockchain becomes defective, resulting in not receiving funds withdrawn
by users from Bitibu;
• Cryptocurrency is no longer supported by its developers;
• Developers are late or cease notifying about any amendments such as
updates, forks, changing of the explorer address, etc, made and applied in
their blockchain;
• Developers fail to provide links for updates before any of the amendments
are applied;
• Poor implementation of a cryptocurrency blockchain software, resulting in
failures to receive funds by users and consequently demands frequent
updates (more than 2 during 30 days period);
• A cryptocurrency site, topics, and other cryptocurrency information
resources do not provide the link to Bitibu.

Upon detecting one of the reasons for delisting a cryptocurrency, Bitibu shall
notify all users via the notification system on the trade page and the market page.
If a cryptocurrency is marked for delisting, it will be delisted in 14 days. Under
extraordinary circumstances Bitibu reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to
immediately delist a cryptocurrency.
After the notification, users, who own the named cryptocurrencies, ought to
withdraw them before the posted withdrawal deadline.

Multilingual Support
We will support English, Turkish, Spanish, Indonesia and Azerbaijan on all of our
user interfaces. (The very initial release will be in English only.) More languages
will be added over time.

Future Features
Bitibu Team working on following features below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ICO Platform
Bitibu Debit Card
New Friendly Design
Andorid & IOS support
Margin Trade & Lending

Bitibu use trading commissions, voting fees and Bitibu Coin ravenue for improve
Bitibu Exchange. In the future, we will add more features.

BITIBU COIN (BTB)
Bitibu coin based on Ethereum blockchain with ERC20. BTB total supply is
400MM. Bitibu Coin will never be increased.

BTB Structure

Presale

Private Investors

Participant
Presale
Private Investors
Founding Team
Marketing & General
Bounty

Founding Team

Marketing & General

Amount (BTB)
200,000,000
80,000,000
76,000,000
40,000,000
4,000,000

Bounty

Percentage (%)
50
20
19
10
1

Presale
Investors can buy BTB with ETH. Presale will be finished on 30 September 2018.
If there are unsold tokens left at the end of the public token sale, all remaining
tokens will be burned.

Currency
1ETH
1BTC
1USD

BTB Amount
5000
Market Price
Market Price

How can i buy BTB coin?
Important
DO NOT send ETH directly from an exchange! You must use an Ethereum
compatible wallet (Metamask, myetherwallet.

1- You have to create Ethereum account on Metamask.
2- Send ETH on your Metamask wallet.
3- After that send your ETH amount to BTB smart contract wallet below:
0x9bC556ff275C95Cb9BB54CD5d59D6710F4148cB5
4- Mininum accepted transfer 0.1 ETH.
5- Investors will receive BTB tokens within 5 working days.

BTB Repurchasing & Burn Plan
Every year, we will buy back BTB and burn them, until we buy 50% of all the
BTB (200MM) back. All buy-back transactions will be announced on the
blockchain. We eventually will destroy 200MM BTB, leaving 200MM BTB
remaining.

